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MICHAEL DOYLE

Kagoro West Wall

(Plate 52)

T his is the story of a long, protracted struggle to climb a piece of Nigerian
rock. I feel that the resultant route may be unique in Nigeria for length,

difficulty and general seriousness. Clearly visible from the junction of the
roads leading to Jos and Kafanchan at Kagoro, an inselberg is separated
from the main escarpment of the Jos Plateau by a large cleft. My first visit
there took place in March 1982, and I was merely passing along the road
on my way back to Kano. I spent fifteen minutes driving down a track in
the direction of the inselberg. This was enough to convince me that its west
wall might be climbed; but not without difficulty.

Later in the year, I was discussing the possibilities of good rock climbing
in Northern Nigeria with Julian Hill, and suggested that Kagoro would be
worth a visit. Accordingly, we arrived equipped to camp at the Scout
campsite. As it was August, the middle of the rainy season, we were
surprised to find that there had been no rain for several days, and the rock
was dry. This caused us to start to ascend the wall in the early afternoon. It
now appears to me that this was a crazy decision but, at the time, we didn't
realise the size of the task before us. A tedious scramble, through deep
vegetation, brought us to a clean-looking slab at the right side of the base of
the wall. From here, the angle was seen to be quite moderate; but the holds
were not numerous nor large. We roped up, and I ascended the slab to a
crack, which led to a ledge with no obvious belay. I therefore ascended an
offwidth groove to a tree. To my surprise, I found that I had run out 45
metres of rope, so I belayed on the tree. This was the first time that I realised
the size of the climb we had undertaken, because I was hardly any way up
the wall. I brought Julian up to the ledge, but he condemned the offwidth
groove as offensive. 'Trust you to choose a lousy groove, when there's all
this beautiful slab to climb,' was his comment.

He favoured a ramp leading off to the left, so I descended to the ledge
but, by this time, the weather had started to deteriorate, and it was obvious
that we hadn't the remotest chance of reaching the top by nightfall, let
alone of getting down again. We decided to try again next day, but it rained
all night and dawned wet and misty, so no further attempts were made on
that occasion.

At Easter 1983 I was there again, camping at the Scout hut, but all the
rest of the party were bird watching. Nevertheless, I set off on my own,
ascended the slab to the ledge, and continued up Julian's ramp. This was
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surprisingly easy, and took me to about 110 metres of climbing height. At
this point things looked more serious, so I decided to descend and wait
until I had a companion and some equipment. I was encouraged in this
decision by a clap of thunder, and it was starting to rain when I reached the
bottom.

In November 1984 I arrived at the base of the wall with two companions,
Don Davis and Barry Mason. We had made a route-fmding error coming
through the vegetation, and were not starting as early as we should have
been. However, we were well equipped with ropes, chocks, slings and
karabiners, not to mention cameras. The ramp went easily, as expected.
From the top of the ramp, I prepared for the slab above, which looked very
different. After a short ascent, of no great difficulty, I was faced with an
awkward traverse left, with little protection. I linked two wires together
and thereby managed to reach a crack above, and insert one. This gave the
required protection for the traverse, which led to an almost holdless and
absolutely unprotected slab. Many metres up this, I came to a microwire
placement, and had a short rest on minute holds. A complicated series of
zigzag movements brought me to a hole in the rock, which I was able to
use as both handhold and foothold to reach a small ledge and a much needed
rest. Protection had been mostly by microwire. The ledge allowed a rest,
but gave no belay, so a few more metres of smooth slab were necessary to
reach a crack, which gave a belay of sorts, and a narrow ledge for the feet.

After bringing Don up, I continued up a narrow crack to reach a large
ledge with trees on it. This gave welcome shade, as the sun was now hot.
After bringing up my two companions, not without problems, I left them
to give me a desultory belay while I tackled the slab above. I was dismayed
to find that this was even more holdless than the one below, so I devised a
traverse right towards a buttress which looked more broken, though
definitely steeper. This traverse had one nasty underhand section, but led
to a slab which allowed me to reach a rounded ledge, not without difficulty.
Above lay a small staircase of holds, formed by a geological fault. These
were not too difficult, but gave no protection. The sun beat down on me,
sapping my energy. I needed a belayer on the ledge below, but I knew he
would have been baked standing there. I decided that we needed a cooler

. day, so I reversed the traverse to the other two, and we abseiled down.
Halfway down the slab I contrived another fixture by jamming a home

made chock in the crack below the ledge. I clipped the ropes through an
old karabiner, and hence made the top of the ramp, in good shape. The
climb down the ramp was quite easy, even for three tired climbers. We
decided that a cooler day was necessary, but we were pleased to have got
up the slab above the ramp, which was named 'Go one way slab'.

The next attempt was a complete failure but, in retrospect, it did contribute
greatly to eventual success. Barry Mason and I returned in June 1985. Our
night at the campsite was extremely wet, and dawn revealed a soaking wet
rock wall. Rather than do nothing, we scrambled up the side of the wall,
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and eventually found a severe slab on the south rib, which led to easy gullies
and ribs, forming a straightforward climb to the summit of the inselberg,
even on a wet morning. On the summit we found a large, flimsy, steel cross
which had been erected by someone, but had fallen down. It seemed that
there was an easier route on the north side, and the cross must have been
brought up that way. Barry and I took a few photographs, and then
descended by the way we had come, having to make only one abseil down
the slab at the bottom of the rib. Here was the obvious descent route to use
if we ever got up the wall. It was a great comfort, on later attempts, to
know that this route existed.

The next attempt was made over a year later, and started on a cool, rather
damp morning without much expectation of success. Rain was in the air
when Nicolaas van Arkel and I started up the wall, having made good time
through the vegetation. The ramp was rather slippery, and needed more
care than usual. At its top the weather was still looking doubtful, but I
started 'Go one way slab' anyway. It didn't prove any easier than I
remembered, but went faster, as I knew the route and the weather had
improved. Nicolaas and I were at the trees on the ledge before midday, and
the prospect of success entered my mind. I reached the rounded ledge and
fixed a wire in a crack, before looking back along the traverse to Nicolaas.

To my horror, I saw a huge black cloud behind him, and the heavens
opened almost immediately. I just had time to fix an abseil rope in the wire,
and roped down the slab to the traverse with a flood of warm water pouring
over me. The water had picked up heat off the top of the inselberg, but it
soon became cold. There followed a cold, wet abseil down to the ramp.
The normally easy ramp was slimy and treacherous, and took time, care
and some rope engineering.

Nicolaas expressed the opinion that a cool dry day, and an early start,
were needed for a successful ascent, and we got them on 3 January 1987,
along with Ross Hesketh as third man on the rope. Nicolaas and I found
the 'Go one way slab' still hard, but made good time. To my astonishment,
Ross was faster than either of us, so we were all in the shelter of the trees on
the ledge by 1O.20am. Ross had extracted my home-made abseil chock,
which had been up there for over two years. I resisted the temptation to try
the slabs again, and traversed right to the rounded ledge. The buttress above
looked quite easy, 'but I knew it was not. Nevertheless, I brought Nicolaas
across to the ledge, leaving Ross sleeping in the shade of the trees. We
sorted out the ropes and I started up the staircase, fortified by a peppermint
from a packet I had brought along. The difficulties started almost
immediately, and there was no protection. I was forced to traverse left onto
a rounded edge, where I found a chock placement. This traverse was horribly
delicate, and there was a steeper one back to the staircase, which continued
upwards. The steps gave reasonable footholds, but poor rounded handholds
and no protection, so another traverse left was required to get a wire in a
small hole. I hoped it would stay there, and attached a long extender, Back
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on the staircase, I ascended to its top, only to find a holdless, grass-filled
vertical groove. I tried a traverse left, which gave out a few metres from an
obvious tongue-shaped foothold. A traverse right became ever more
precarious, so I abandoned that.

The eventual solution was to descend and traverse left to the wire and
extender again. From here, a delicate upward line on rounded hand and
footholds brought me to a rounded crack with no protection placements.
The crack did allow a desperate traverse right to reach the tongue foothold
seen earlier. There was still no protection, but I had to keep going or lose
confidence, so I warned Nicolaas and grasped the grass in the groove to
the right. This held, and I used friction footholds to reach a reasonable
ledge, where I could rest. Nevertheless, it was no place for a belay, as the
runner placement was by no means bombproof. The next section was a
difficult traverse left, which I later learned caused the runner to come out.
Nicolaas decided not to tell me, and I continued up a series of awkward
corners, ever conscious that the rope was running out. I called to Nicolaas,
and he told me I had three metres left. I crept up a slab,wondering what to
do if I found no belay, and there was a super crack at the top. I had just
enough rope.

I got two good chocks in place, and told Nicolaas to bring Ross across
from his sleepy tree belay. Both Nicolaas and Ross had trouble reaching
some of my offset protection, and also with the precarious nature of the
pitch, which must be extremely severe in grade, but we were all up it by
2.l5pm. I had even managed to abseil down a short way to take photos of
Ross, while Nicolaas brought him up. I prussicked back up, and realised
how tired I felt. Fortunately, the remaining pitches were easier: two slab
pitches, poorly protected, and a grassy bay leading to a chimney and an
airy ledge. From here, a traverse brought us to slabs, which could be walked
to the summit. It was just as well, because we were now tired and hot. We
erected the cross, took photographs, congratulated each other and had a
nip of Nicolaas's emergency whisky. The climb had been around 300 metres
long. It was now 3.45pm, so with a peppermint each to suck, I led the way
to the descent route, thankful that I knew where it was, and hadn't got to
invent one. As it was, we didn't reach the base till6.30pm, as the daylight
faded.

We celebrated over beers at the local bar, called the Royal Weekend Resort,
and decided to call the buttress 'Peppermint Buttress'. It was the key to the
first ascent of Kagoro West Wall, as far as we knew, but I would be interested
to hear of prior claims. I kept the homemade abseil chock as a symbol of
our success.
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